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Home blood pressure (BP) measurements are indispensable for the improvement of hypertension management in medical practice as well as for the recognition of hypertension in the population. The Working Group for Establishment of Guidelines for Measurement Procedures of Self-Monitoring of Blood Pressure at Home of the Japanese Society of Hypertension has established standards for all techniques and procedures of home BP measurements. The recommendations are as follows. Recommendation: 1) Arm-cuff devices based on the cuff-oscillometric method that have been validated officially, and the accuracy of which has been confirmed in each individual, should be used for home BP measurement. 2) The BP should be measured at the upper arm. Finger-cuff devices and wrist-cuff devices should not be used for home BP measurements. 3) Devices for home BP measurement should be adapted to the American Association for Medical Instrumentation (AAMI) standards and the British Hypertension Society (BHS) guidelines. In addition, the difference between the BP measured by the auscultatory method and that measured using the device should be within 5 mmHg in each individual. The home measurement device should be validated before use, and at regular intervals during use. 4) Home BP should be monitored under the following conditions. The morning measurement should be made within 1 h after waking, after micturition, sitting after 1 to 2 min of rest, before drug ingestion, and before breakfast. The evening measurement should be made just before going to bed, sitting after 1 to 2 min of rest. 5) Home BP should be measured at least once in the morning and once in the evening. 6) All home BP measurements should be documented without selection, together with the date, time, and pulse rate. Use of devices with a printer or an integrated circuit memory is useful to avoid selection bias. 7) The home BP in the morning and that in the evening should be averaged separately for a certain period. The first measurement on each occasion should be used for totaling. 8) Home BP values averaged for a certain period indicate hypertension when 135/80 mmHg and over and definite hypertension when 135/85 mmHg and over. Normotension is defined as less than 125/80 mmHg and definite normotension as less than 125/75 mmHg. Home BP measurements based on these guidelines can be considered an appropriate tool for clinical decision-making, and it is hoped that these guidelines will serve to reduce confusion and confirm the place of home BP measurement in clinical practice. (Hypertens Res 2003; 26: 771–782)
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**Introduction**

In 1896, Riva-Rocci developed the indirect arm-cuff method for the measurement of blood pressure (BP) (1), and in 1905 Korotkoff introduced the auscultation procedure into this indirect method (2). Since then, the indirect method for BP measurement has essentially remained unchanged for 100 years. However, in 1969 Posey et al., developed the cuff-oscillometric principle, which theoretically determines mean arterial BP, for the indirect measurement of BP (3). Thereafter, advances in theoretical analysis and technology led to a method for determining systolic and diastolic BP (SBP/DBP) on the basis of the cuff-oscillometric principle. As a result, recent electronic devices for self-measurement of BP at home (home BP) mainly use the cuff-oscillometric principle. Thus, although the Korotkoff sound method is the gold standard for clinical BP measurement, a different method is now generally used for home BP measurement.

Since the development of indirect BP measurement, hypertension research and treatment methodologies have been substantially advanced. The gold standard of BP measurement for practice and research has been the casual-clinic BP. However, an alternative to the casual-clinic BP was proposed 40 years after the introduction of indirect BP measurements. In 1940, Ayman and Goldshine reported the concept of “self-BP measurement” and demonstrated an apparent difference between the casual-clinic BP and the self-measured BP (4). Bevan et al. initially reported the concept of ambulatory BP monitoring (ABPM), which is based on the direct method, and demonstrated a marked and time-dependent variability of BP (5). It is apparent that the quality and quantity of BP information differ widely depending on the method of measurement. Therefore, the clinical significance of the casual-clinic BP has been a subject of much debate over the past 50 years. However, almost all data obtained from practice and research on hypertension, including epidemiological surveys, have been based on the casual-clinic BP or the BP obtained in a medical setting. This is the reason why the casual-clinic BP is the gold standard in clinical practice. However, data obtained from home BP measurements and ABPM have also been accumulating, and now it has been established that BP information obtained by these more recent methods has higher clinical significance than casual-clinic BP. The improved characteristics of home BP measurements and ABPM are essentially based on increased BP information obtained in relation to time. For example, ABPM measures BP every 15 to 30 min for 24 h or more, providing 50 to 100 BP measurements each day together with the clock time of each measurement. If home BP is measured once every morning and once every evening, this provides 60 measurements a month with information on the measurement time. Information on BP as a function of clock time, as well as an increased number of measurements, improves the quality of information. The implementation of the cuff-oscillometric principle in automated BP measuring devices, and the introduction of ABPM and home BP measurements into clinical practice, represent the major advances in the 100-year history of BP measurements.

ABPM provides BP in relation to time of measurement. To obtain such information, a special device for ABPM is necessary. Although the price of such devices has decreased recently, they still cost a few hundred thousand yen (a few thousand dollars), and such monitoring has not been covered by medical insurance in Japan. Therefore, ABPM represents a financial burden on individual patients as well as on medical institutes. For economic reasons, it is impractical to monitor ambulatory BP in the 35 million hypertensive patients in Japan. Furthermore, hypertension is a chronic disorder, and repetitive measurements for a long period are necessary to evaluate a patient’s condition. ABPM also constitutes an excessive physical and mental load on patients. Therefore, it seems impossible to apply ABPM to all hypertensive patients. At present, ABPM is used for the diagnosis of particular conditions, such as intractable hypertension, white coat hypertension, episodic hypotension, or nocturnal hypertension. On the other hand, devices for home BP measurement are produced worldwide at a rate of more than 10 million a year, and 30 million such devices have already been distributed in Japan, with most being purchased by the general public or patients themselves (6). As a result, the availability of BP information for clinical practice in hypertension has increased extensively. Since the recent devices for home BP measurement can provide nocturnal BP during sleep, home measurements have improved the quality as well as the quantity of BP information (7). However, home BP measurement remains controversial as a result of questions related to the accuracy and reliability of the devices, and due to the use of unstandardized devices and unstandardized measurement procedures—as, for example, with respect to measurement frequency and schedule. The standardization of these factors is indispensable to maintain the quality and comparability of BP information, and the present lack of standardization affects the acceptance of home BP measurement as a tool for clinical decision-making.

The Sixth and Seventh Reports of the Joint National Committee on Prevention, Detection, Evaluation, and Treatment of High Blood Pressure (JNC-VI and -7) (8, 9), the 1999 World Health Organization-International Society of Hypertension (WHO-ISH) Guidelines for the Management of Hypertension (10), the 2003 European Society of Hypertension-European Society of Cardiology (ESH-ESC) Guidelines for the Management of Arterial Hypertension (11), and the Japanese Society of Hypertension (JSH) Guidelines for the Management of Hypertension (12) have all emphasized the importance of home BP measurements in clinical practice, clinical research, and clinical epidemiology, since home BP measurements reflect more accurately and reliably target organ damage and the prognosis of cardiovascular diseases (13, 14). However, none of the guidelines have defined measurement procedures for home BP.
The Working Group for Establishment of Guidelines for Measurement Procedures of Self-Monitoring of Blood Pressure at Home of JSH has established standards for all techniques and procedures of home BP measurements. Home BP measurements based on these guidelines can be considered an appropriate tool for clinical decision-making, and these guidelines should serve to reduce confusion and confirm the place of home BP measurement in clinical practice. These guidelines have been established for adults.

1. Device for Self-BP Measurements at Home

Previously, mercury column manometers or aneroid manometers in conjunction with the auscultation method have been used for home BP measurement. However, these manometers, especially aneroid manometers, are sometimes unreliable and inaccurate. Mercury column manometers are cumbersome and cause environmental pollution. Furthermore, the auscultation method involves a subjective decision and a complex technique, and thus technical instruction and training are necessary to perform an accurate auscultation. For all of these reasons, previous devices for home BP measurements were not widely accepted and, consequently, not widely distributed.

In the 1960s, electrical devices based on the microphone method were introduced for home BP measurements. However, because of the mechanical properties of the microphone, these devices are costly and subject to frequent malfunctions. The microphone method also has an inherent shortcoming in determining the Korotkoff phase V, where an auscultation gap makes determination of the DBP inaccurate (15). Thus, microphone devices for home BP measurement were also not widely distributed.

During this period, theoretical analysis of the cuff-oscillometric principle advanced extensively. In 1969, Posey et al. discovered that the maximum oscillation of the intra-cuff pressure was nearly identical to the mean arterial BP (3), and the cuff-oscillometric principle was originally introduced as a method of determining mean arterial BP. Several experimental studies have revealed that SBP and DBP can be estimated from the pattern of the gradual increase and gradual decrease in cuff oscillation during cuff-pressure deflation. This basic algorithm has been improved by including procedures to correctly approximate the characteristic changes in cuff oscillation to the phase I and phase V Korotkoff sounds, and now almost all electrical devices for home BP measurement are based on the cuff-oscillometric principle.

However, the different properties of the Korotkoff sounds and cuff oscillation lead to an unavoidable difference in BP values between the two methods. Nevertheless, devices based on the cuff-oscillometric principle have become the norm for home BP measurement because of their simple mechanical properties, requiring only measurement of cuff-pressure change. Therefore, the device incorporates only a pressure sensor. Such a simple mechanism makes the device less troublesome and cheaper. The cuff-oscillometric device has another advantage when compared with the microphone device, in that surrounding noise does not interfere with BP measurements. More reasonable BP values in patients with atrial fibrillation or arrhythmia are also available by cuff-oscillometric devices when compared by Korotkoff sound method, since ectopically large or small pulse is averaged by the algorithm. Such factors encourage the production and distribution of cuff-oscillometric devices for home BP measurements. However, it is remarkable that sphygmomanometers used in the clinical setting have been changing from the Korotkoff sound method to cuff-oscillometric devices without causing much comment.

Although the mercury column sphygmomanometer with auscultation is becoming obsolete, we should remember that the gold standard for clinical practice is the Korotkoff sound method using a mercury column sphygmomanometer. Almost all epidemiological and clinical studies on hypertension have been based on casual-clinic BP measured by the Korotkoff sound technique. Therefore, clinical and epidemiological information obtained by the cuff-oscillometric method needs to be validated by accumulation of data. We must also be aware that the various manufacturers of devices using the cuff-oscillometric method may use different algorithms, leading to differences among devices in BP measurements from a single subject. In practice, the accuracy of the automatic devices is determined by comparison with the auscultation method, and no other standard method is currently available for this purpose. The issue here is the subjectivity and the possible inaccuracy of auscultation when the auscultation method is used as a standard. To exclude these shortcomings of the auscultation method, equipment based on objective methods should be developed for calibration of the automatic devices, in which the Korotkoff sound signal is treated with the established algorithm and the cuff-oscillometric devices are validated from this standard equipment. Objective and accurate evaluation of these automatic devices is a prerequisite for authorization of cuff-oscillometric devices for home BP measurement. The accumulation of clinical and epidemiological data obtained by authorized cuff-oscillometric devices may finally validate such devices as tools for clinical decision-making. Since BP measurements in a clinical setting are now mostly obtained by cuff-oscillometric devices, the data will be accumulated soon.

Recommendation 1

Arm-cuff devices based on the cuff-oscillometric method that have been validated officially, and of which the accuracy has been confirmed in each individual, should be used for home BP measurement.

2. Technical Instruction: Site for BP Measurement, Cuff Size, and Measurement Position

The cuff oscillometric principle is applicable to any site
where an arterial pulsation is available. However, the standard site for BP measurement is the upper arm, and several issues arise when BP is measured at sites other than the upper arm.

At present, 3 types of electrical devices for home BP measurement are commercially available: the arm-cuff device, the wrist-cuff device, and the finger-cuff device. In 1999, 7 million such electrical devices were produced in the far East (including Japan, Korea, and Taiwan), which represents 85% of the world production. Of those, 35% were wrist-cuff devices (13). Previously, finger-cuff devices commanded a considerable portion of the market share due to their convenience and ease-of-use. However, it is now apparent that finger BP is physiologically different from brachial BP, and issues of vasospasm in the winter season as well as hydrostatic pressure difference are inevitable. Therefore, manufacturers have now decreased production of finger-cuff devices and extensively increased production of wrist-cuff devices. In Japan, wrist-cuff devices possess 30% of the market share (6), and in Germany they possess almost half of the market share. Wrist-cuff devices are much easier to handle and more portable, but include several serious shortcomings. The most important issue is the necessity for correction of the hydrostatic pressure. The reference level for BP measurement is the right atrium. When the measurement site is 10 cm below the right atrium, SBP and DBP are measured 7 mmHg higher than those at the level of the right atrium, and vice versa. Therefore, the instructions for the wrist-cuff device indicate that the wrist must be kept at the heart level. However, it is uncertain whether general users can recognize the heart level accurately. For example, the apex of the heart is sometimes determined as the heart level, but is 5–10 cm lower than the right atrium, resulting in a 3.5–7 mmHg higher BP reading compared with measurement at the right atrium level. A 10 cm difference from the right atrium level easily and frequently occurs in the usual setting. This difference may have serious implications for public health policy as well as for clinical practice. This issue also applies to the arm-cuff device, and adequate instruction is necessary when home BP is measured by the arm-cuff device.

Even after appropriate correction of the hydrostatic pressure, another issue remains concerning the anatomy of the wrist. At the wrist, the radial and ulnar arteries are surrounded by the radial bone, the ulnar bone and several long tendons, including the long palmar tendon. Therefore, even a sufficient excess of cuff pressure over arterial pressure does not necessarily occlude these arteries completely (16). Measurements are also influenced by flexion and hyperextension of the wrist (16). As a result, wrist-cuff devices sometimes provide erroneous readings, especially for SBP. At present, the wrist-cuff device is inappropriate as a tool for clinical decision-making. Recently, a wrist-cuff device that does not work unless the device is at the heart level has been developed, but even such devices do not overcome the anatomical issue. However, the wrist-cuff device has a certain merit in terms of convenience. Arm-cuff devices also have some shortcomings, such as application to a thick arm, relation to clothes, and position of the arm-cuff in relation to the elbow joint. The wrist-cuff device can overcome these shortcomings. However, this Working Group recommends use of an arm-cuff device operated under the standard measurement procedure. Thus, instruction concerning the standard measurement method is indispensable. This should include matters such as keeping the arm-cuff at the heart level, extension of the lower arm, relaxation of the arm by means of a supporting pillow, cuff size, relationship between clothes and cuff, and relationship between the elbow joint and cuff.

At present, soft cuffs and hard plastic cuffs are available for automatic arm-cuff devices for home BP measurement. In individuals with thick arms, a hard plastic cuff does not necessarily fit to the arm, resulting in erroneous measurements. Thus, a soft cuff is most suitable, but in certain subjects a hard plastic cuff is convenient and measures BP accurately. Among the cuff-oscillometric devices, the width and length of the cuff bladder differ among producers. This is permitted by the American Association for Medical Instrumentation (AAMI) (17) and the American National Standard Institute Inc. (ANSI) (18) provided that the cuff pressure is transmitted to the artery and can occlude the brachial artery completely.

In individuals with excessively thick or thin arms, use of large cuffs and small cuffs, respectively, is recommended. In general practice, the BP difference between the arms must be evaluated. If a difference of BP between the arms is apparent, the BP should usually be measured with the arm that shows the higher BP. Self-measurement of BP at home, however, is usually performed using the non-dominant arm. When an apparent difference of BP is observed between the arms in a clinical setting, the arm showing the higher BP should be used for self-measurement. To provide consistent results, the same arm should always be used for self-measurement.

**Recommendation 2**

The BP should be measured at the upper arm. Finger-cuff devices and wrist-cuff devices should not be used for home BP measurements. The arm-cuff should be placed at the heart level. A soft arm-cuff is usually recommended. In subjects with standard proportions, a hard plastic cuff is also applicable. Instruction about standard measurement conditions is indispensable, and should include such points as keeping the arm-cuff at the heart level, extension of the lower arm, and relaxation of the arm by means of a supporting pillow. In subjects with excessively thick or thin arms, large cuffs and small cuffs, respectively, should be used. The non-dominant arm is usually used for home measurements, but when an apparent BP difference is observed between the arms, the arm showing the higher BP should always be used for home measurements.
3. Validation of the Device

The pressure sensors incorporated into recent devices for self-BP measurements are semiconductor sensors. The linearity, durability, and accuracy of these sensors are superior to those of the distortion sensors used previously. The older pressure sensors required validation with standard mercury column manometers, but this procedure is not necessary with semiconductor sensors. Indeed, there is no standard mercury column manometer available for the clinical setting. The mercury column manometers used in clinical practice are subject to several factors that may disturb their accuracy. Thus, validation of semiconductor pressure sensors with an inaccurate mercury column manometer sometimes leads to untoward results.

There are two reasons for validation of the device. The first is to confirm whether the type of device is clinically applicable for BP measurements in the general population, and the other is to confirm whether the device can accurately and properly measure BP in individuals.

Previously, validation of a device was performed by simultaneous measurement using a mercury column manometer and the device itself, both of which were connected to the arm-cuff of the device by a Y-tube, followed by determination of the difference between the two readings. However, this method has recently encountered a serious problem. Several guidelines have specified the deflation rate of the cuff pressure to be 2–3 mmHg/s or beat (19). However, recent cuff-oscillometric devices deflate by 5–7 mmHg/s or beat. In the cuff-oscillometric method it is possible to deflate rapidly, since SBP and DBP are determined by an algorithm that calculates BP from the increase and decrease in cuff pressure. Such rapid deflation is considered to be one of the advantages of the device, because of the lower physical burden for subjects. Therefore, simultaneous measurement using the auscultation method with a mercury manometer causes a large systematic error in the determination of SBP and DBP; the measured SBP is lower and the measured DBP is higher during rapid deflation than during standard deflation. Thus, it is difficult to measure BP effectively using the simultaneous method. To overcome this problem, the device should incorporate a calibration mode, wherein the deflation speed is limited to 2–3 mmHg/s or beat. However, the change in deflation speed makes it necessary to use a different algorithm to determine SBP and DBP. At present, therefore, it is impossible to apply the simultaneous method to validate these devices.

The currently recommended method is the sequential method. In this method, measurements with the standard auscultatory method and the device are performed sequentially on the same arm, and the difference of BP between the two methods is calculated. The International Protocol for the validation of BP measuring devices in adults proposed by the European Society of Hypertension recommends this method, with the preferred number of measurements being 4 by auscultation and 3 by the device (20). This guideline also recommends at least 2 measurements by auscultation and 2 measurements by the device for validation in the practical setting.

Simultaneous measurement using bilateral arms is superior from the viewpoint of simultaneity, but the BP difference between the right and the left arms affects the results of validation. To overcome this problem, a simultaneous measurement using both arms should be performed, where initially the auscultatory method is used on one side and the tested device on the other side. Then, each measurement is done using the contralateral arm. The differences in measurement by auscultation and by the device are averaged. At least two simultaneous measurements are necessary to cancel the BP difference between arms.

When a wrist-cuff device is used, validation by the simultaneous method using both arms or by the sequential method using one arm is indispensable.

Validation as to whether a type of device is clinically applicable for BP measurement in the general population is done in specialized institutes for that purpose, and should include a certain number of subjects with a wide range of BP and age. The auscultatory method may remain unchanged as the gold standard, although the issue of the subjectivity of auscultation will also remain. In the future, an international standard device will be developed, and validation will be performed by the difference between the standard device and the tested device. In general practice, however, validation of whether a device can accurately and properly measure BP in individuals will be done using the auscultatory method. In recent years, 10 million automatic devices for self-BP measurement have been produced annually in Japan, and a total of 30 million devices have already been distributed. Therefore, it is a serious clinical and epidemiological issue whether a home BP measurement device can provide an individual’s BP accurately, and thus the validation of the device is very important for clinical practice as well as for public health. However, the validation of the device is not necessarily done properly in the medical setting because of the absence of proper information on the validation procedure and a lack of financial backing for validation from medical insurance. This Working Group emphasizes the need for financial support from medical insurance for the validation of automatic devices.

In the British Hypertension Society (BHS) guidelines for the validation of automated devices, devices for which a high proportion of BP measurements differ from auscultation by less than 5 mmHg are rated highly (21). Thus, a device that differs from auscultation by less than 5 mmHg is evaluated as accurate and suitable for a particular subject. However, it is uncertain whether this device is also suitable for other subjects unless a validation has been done. The AAMI states that a particular type of device is clinically applicable for self-BP measurements when the mean difference from
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the auscultatory method is less than 5 mmHg and its SD is less than 8 mmHg \((17)\). Thus, in each subject a maximal 13 mmHg \((\text{mean} + \text{SD})\) difference from the auscultatory method is approved on the basis of this standard, suggesting that devices conforming with the AAMI guidelines do not necessarily provide a proper BP value in individuals. It should be emphasized again that there are different purposes for validation: applicability to the general population and suitability of the device for an individual. In this guideline, we recommend a device for practical use when the difference in BP from the auscultatory method is less than 5 mmHg in a particular subject. It is a matter of course that the device should be adapted to the AAMI standards and BHS guidelines.

Home measurement devices should be validated before use, and at regular intervals during use.

**Recommendation 3**

Devices for home BP measurement should be adapted to the AAMI standards and the BHS guidelines. Furthermore, the difference between the auscultatory method and the device should be within 5 mmHg in each individual. The home measurement device should be validated before use, and at regular intervals during use.

### 4. Procedure

ABPM provides BP values measured every 15 to 30 min as a function of time and of daily activity on a particular day, and thus control of measurement conditions is not appropriate for ABPM. Conversely, home BP measurement characteristically provides BP values under controlled conditions that should remain as stable as possible for a long period. The JNC-VI and -7, the 1999 WHO-ISH Guidelines, the ESH-ESC Guidelines, and JSH Guidelines 2000 emphasized the clinical significance of self-measured BP at home. However, these guidelines do not refer to standardization of the measurement procedure for home BP. The most authorized guideline for self-BP monitoring, from the International Consensus Conference 2000, only stated very briefly that self-BP should be measured at the heart level after 5 min of rest \((22)\). The clinician’s manual on the self-monitoring of BP by Pickering, the only manual for home BP measurement, emphasizes that home BP values change markedly with alterations in measurement circumstances, but does not specify how, when, and where home BP should be measured \((23)\). Other guidelines, including JNC-VI \((8)\), JNC-7 \((9)\), the WHO-ISH \((10)\), the ESH-ESC \((11)\), the American Heart Association \((24)\), the American College of Physicians \((25)\), the Canadian Coalition for High Blood Pressure Prevention and Control \((26)\), the First International Consensus Conference on Self-Blood Pressure Measurement \((27)\), and the European Society of Hypertension Recommendations for Conventional, Ambulatory and Home Blood Pressure Measurement \((20)\), do not specify standards for the measurement procedure. All guidelines recommend measurement of home BP in the morning and in the evening. In the American Society of Hypertension \textit{Ad Hoc} Panel, Pickering recommended measurement of BP at home on holidays as well as on working days, but he did not refer to the timing of the daily measurements \((28)\).

This is an appropriate time to review the characteristics and the purpose of home BP measurement. All the guidelines and recommendations emphasize the good reproducibility and reliability of home BP. These characteristics arise from the ability to make multiple measurements over a long period: Home BP measurements are suitable for an assessment of the effect and duration of action of antihypertensive drugs and for the diagnosis of intractable hypertension and white coat hypertension. Furthermore, morning hypertension has recently been attracting attention as a risk factor for cardiovascular morbidity and mortality. Home BP measurement is the only practical method to obtain BP in the morning. Recently, white coat normotension (reversed white coat hypertension or masked hypertension) has also been attracting attention in relation to morning hypertension. This concept is defined as a normal clinic BP \((<140/90 \text{ mmHg})\) with a home BP indicating hypertension \((\geq135/85 \text{ mmHg})\). This white coat normotension, determined by the home BP in the morning, is mediated at least in part by an insufficient duration of action of antihypertensive drugs.

From this viewpoint, if the reproducibility and reliability of home BP measurements could be increased, the clinical significance of these measurements would improve extensively. However, at present no standard exists for the measurement procedure of home BP.

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the most important feature of home BP measurement is long-term and repetitive measurement using arm-cuff devices under controlled conditions. In this respect, compliance or adherence with home BP measurement is a very important issue. Thus, the measurement of BP \textit{per se} should be paramount. However, to increase the clinical significance and comparability of home BP measurement as a component of clinical decision-making, establishment of a standardized procedure for home BP measurement is essential.

The home BP should be measured at least twice daily, in the morning and in the evening. This is a requirement of almost all existing guidelines.

**4-1. Morning-Measurement Procedure**

In this guideline, the morning is defined as the time within a few hours after waking, \textit{i.e.}, the time between waking and 10:00 AM. The Working Group, first of all, recommends that measurements should be performed within 1h after waking. This condition is not necessarily strict enough. However, the most important point in home BP measurement is that subjects measure their own BP at home for a long period. Consequently, strict regulation of the timing of
measurements may disturb compliance or adherence with home BP measurements. The period within 1 h after waking includes several potential factors modifying BP, and thus the several conditions mentioned below must be considered. (In shift workers, 1 h after waking is not necessarily the morning. In this case, the timing of 1 h after waking may be kept as a condition, but the measurement time must be recorded.)

1) After Micturition
In general one urinates soon after waking. Before micturition, extension of the urinary bladder elevates BP, and after micturition BP decreases (29). The measurement condition of micturition in the morning after waking ensures a consistent physiological background.

2) Sitting Position with 1–2 min of Rest
A sitting position is the common position for BP measurement in all existing guidelines. In Japanese people, a sitting position includes cross-legged sitting or upright sitting, and in this guideline the sitting position depends on one’s usual custom. When a sitting position is not available, measurement in a recumbent position is also permitted.

In general, many guidelines recommend 5 min of rest before measurement (19, 20). However, this guideline proposes a more practical and generous condition to maintain compliance with home BP measurements, that is, that measurement be made after 1–2 min of rest.

3) Before Taking Antihypertensive Drugs
One of the most important purposes of home BP measurement is evaluation of the duration of the antihypertensive effect of drugs. Morning BP measurement before taking the next dose of an antihypertensive drug represents a “trough” measurement. Evaluation of the trough effect allows definition of the duration of action of drugs (30).

Recently, morning hypertension has been attracting attention, and some antihypertensive drugs are administered just after waking to control morning hypertension. In such cases, BP measurement before drug ingestion is recommended, although measurement 5–10 min after drug ingestion is also permitted.

4) Before Breakfast
Dietary routine affects BP most extensively among the daily habitual behaviors. BP generally increases during a meal and decreases after the meal. To exclude such variability, BP measurements before breakfast are recommended.

4-2. Evening-Measurement Procedure
Controlling the timing of the evening measurement is rather difficult when compared with that in the morning. Although clinical pharmacology studies to determine the effect or duration of the action of a drug often require that measurements take place before supper, before drinking alcohol, before taking a bath, or before taking a drug, in normal daily life in Japan it is practically impossible to request that such conditions be followed.

To improve compliance with measurement of home BP, only a single condition, that of measurement just before bedtime, is proposed. In general, Japanese men take an alcoholic beverage and a bath at about this time. These factors usually decrease BP. In the Ohasama study, where evening BP was measured under the above-mentioned condition, BP in the morning was a few mmHg higher than that in the evening. This was especially true in the hypertensive population of Ohasama, for whom the difference in SBP was 10–20 mmHg (31). When a long-acting antihypertensive drug is administered once in the morning, the BP in the evening corresponds to near the peak effect. Recently, the ratio of the morning effect to the evening effect has been used as an indicator of the duration of action of the antihypertensive effect, the morning vs. evening (M/E) ratio. This concept is derived from the trough vs. peak (T/P) ratio obtained from ABPM (30).

4-3. Measurement at Midnight
Recently, a new home BP device incorporating an integrated circuit memory and timer has been developed (HEM 747 IC-N, Omron, Kyoto, Japan) (7). This device is being used in a large-scale interventional study in Japan using home BP measurements and the Internet, known as the Hypertension Objective Treatment Based on Measurement by Electrical Device of Blood Pressure (HOMED-BP) study (32). In this study, the devices are preset to work automatically at 2:00 AM, since the nadir of the nocturnal BP was observed at around 2:00 AM in the population of the Ohasama study. Using this device set to work once at 2:00 AM, the subject can recall after waking the quality of sleep during the measurement. On the other hand, it is impossible to evaluate the quality of sleep during ABPM, since one cannot define the quality of sleep during measurements every 30 min. Although determination of nocturnal BP by home measurement devices is not yet widespread, this procedure is significant for determination of the circadian BP variation and the nocturnal BP level.

4-4. Measurement in the Workplace or during Daily Activities
Although portable devices allow self-measurement of BP in the workplace or during daily activities, in practice such measurements are difficult. In the future, development of accurate and reliable wrist cuff devices may permit BP measurement under stressful circumstances. The importance of measurements in the workplace or under stressful circumstances was emphasized by Pickering (13). Elevation of BP in the workplace or under stressful conditions mediates white coat normotension or masked hypertension.
5. Frequency and Duration of Measurements

There is much difference of opinion concerning how many times home BP should be measured on each occasion and for how long home BP should be measured. The answers to these questions depend on the purpose of the home BP measurement. Thus, in this guideline, the most generalized method taking into account the convenience of subjects and the need to obtain useful information for clinical decision-making is proposed.

The guidelines of the International Consensus Conference for Self-Blood Pressure Monitoring (2000) recommended measurements of self-BP in the morning and in the evening, twice on each occasion, for 3 working days a week (a total of 12 measurements a week), but stated that the measurement frequency can vary depending on the indication and the objective for which the measurement is used (22). In practice, the measurement frequency can be modified depending on the severity of hypertension and the treatment situation—for example, treatment before prescription, during prescription, or during a change of medication. Pickering stated that a lower measurement frequency is permitted when the BP is stable and well-controlled (27). He preferred that in a newly diagnosed patient 3 consecutive readings should be obtained both in the morning and in the evening on 3 days a week for at least 2 weeks (36 measurements over 2 weeks) (23). He also stated that frequent readings are needed when a new medication is being prescribed or when the dosage is being changed.

As a tool for clinical pharmacology studies, Mengden et al. recommended that at the commencement of the home measurements there should be an initial 7-day measurement period with 2 measurements in the morning and 2 measurements in the evening, respectively, at pre-stipulated times (27). The measurements from the first day should be excluded from the statistical analysis. The average of these values (24 measurements over 6 days) is taken as the reference parameter in the dose-titration phase (27). Home BP measurements may be performed 1 day a week if hypertension is controlled. If the treatment is changed, the average of the home BP measured over 2 weeks should be used to assess the treatment effect.

Almost all guidelines or manuals recommend two consecutive measurements on each occasion. This recommendation is based on the evidence that regression to the mean during consecutive measurements on each occasion is frequently observed after long-term monitoring (33). de Gaudemaris et al. reported that even in normal subjects the first measurement was the highest and the third measurement was the lowest among consecutive measurements on a single occasion; the difference was 3/2 mmHg (34). In contrast, both the Ohasama study (14, 31) and the HOMED-BP study of Japan (35) recommend at least one measurement in the morning and in the evening, respectively. The reasons for this recommendation are as follows.

1. Since home BP must be measured over a long period, a minimal demand on subjects, i.e., at least once on each occasion, may improve compliance with measurement. A permanent requirement for multiple (2 or more) measurements of home BP on each occasion for a long period creates too large a burden for subjects, which lowers compliance.

2. Regression to the mean also appears during long-term measurement of the home BP. In the Ohasama study, it has been confirmed that the home BP level reaches the subject’s inherent home BP level after 2 days of measurement in normotensive subjects, whereas it takes 5–7 days to reach the subject’s inherent home BP level in hypertensive subjects (36).

3. If the measurement frequency is not regulated, subjects will measure their own BP with a voluntary measurement frequency—for example, 3 consecutive measurements on 1 morning and only 1 measurement on the following morning. Consequently, practitioners would be unsure of which measurements should be evaluated for clinical decision-making.

4. Consecutive and multiple measurements of home BP on each occasion provide different measurement results, which may cause confusion in some subjects. Generally, subjects tend to value the lowest BP obtained from multiple measurements. As a result, the lowest BP value may be reported to the practitioner, introducing selection bias.

5. Ideally, home BP in the morning or in the evening would be evaluated as a mean value averaged for a certain period. However, averaging procedures are very time-consuming, and neither subjects nor practitioners tend to work constructively at this procedure, such that there is often a selection bias in the values chosen for evaluation such that not all values can be evaluated.

6. Use of the first measurement on each occasion is a common procedure in many patients/subjects of many institutes or clinics, and thus averages of the first measurement of the home BP obtained in the morning and/or in the evening for a certain period are comparable among patients/subjects from many institutes or clinics. Furthermore, it has been confirmed that a single measurement of home BP in the morning has a higher predictive value for the prognosis of cardiovascular disease than the average of two clinic BPs, and that averaging the first measurement of home BP in the morning for 21 days has a much higher predictive value than clinic BP (37), suggesting that the clinical significance of home BP, even if obtained from one measurement on each occasion,
can be increased by averaging multiple measurements over a long period.

However, this guideline does not deny that multiple measurements on each occasion may be of value. The difference among home BPs measured consecutively on a single occasion includes information on BP variability or on the defense reaction to self-measurement (a kind of white coat effect). Such variability is also a characteristic of BP in individuals. Therefore, as mentioned in the next section, multiple home BPs measured on each occasion should all be recorded without selection. In the present situation, each practitioner instructs subjects differently as to the number of measurements on each occasion, and as a result the method of evaluating home BP may differ among practitioners. If we wish to record population levels of home BP, as well as individual levels for the purpose of clinical decision-making, the first measurement on each occasion might provide the most generalizable information. As a matter of fact, most epidemiological surveys based on self-measurement, including the Pressioni Arteriose Monitorate e Loro Associagiani (PAMELA) study (38), the Tecumseh study (39), and the Ohasama study (37), used one measurement on each occasion. However, as Stergiou et al. emphasized, regression to the mean on each occasion persists after long-term measurement (33). Therefore, the first measurement on each occasion may be higher than the average of multiple measurements on each occasion, even after long-term monitoring. Although it is important to recognize this fact, the Working Group recommends use of the first measurement on each occasion as a standard for evaluation of home BP, since it is convenient for subjects and results in good compliance and good equivalence for comparison (13). In addition, every measurement on each occasion, as well as the long-term average of the first measurement on each occasion, should also be evaluated as a matter of course.

It is not necessary to specify the duration of home BP measurements. Since home BP measurements characteristically provide long-term BP information, it is recommended that hypertensive subjects measure their BP once in the morning and once in the evening for a lifelong period, which may bring about improvements in drug compliance and self-management of health. In healthy normotensive subjects or in prehypertensive subjects, periodic measurements—for example, once a week or once every several weeks—are recommended. However, there is a concern that insisting on frequent self-measurement may sometimes disturb compliance with measurement.

On the other hand, regulation of the number and duration of measurements is indispensable for clinical pharmacology studies. The following recommendations for the number of measurements and the period of measurement needed for clinical pharmacology are based on data obtained from a total of 214 subjects from the general population of the town of Ohasama and in a hypertensive clinic in Japan (36). In that study, the reproducibility of home BP was examined. The difference between the home BP averaged over 5 days of an 8-day run-in period without placebo (the initial 3 days of measurement were excluded), and that averaged over 5 days between the 17th and 21st days of the placebo period, was -1.9 ± 7.0/ -1.4 ± 4.8 mmHg (SBP/DBP), suggesting that there was good reproducibility and no placebo effect in the measurement of home BP.

**Recommendation 5**
1. Home BP should be measured at least once in the morning and once in the evening.
2. Home BP should be measured for as long as possible.
3. In clinical pharmacology studies, home BP should be measured over at least 5 days during a 7-day run-in period in subjects with mild-to-moderate hypertension (SBP ≥ 179 and DBP ≥ 109 mmHg in casual-clinic measurement). The run-in period may be 1 to 2 weeks depending on the patient’s condition. In subjects with severe hypertension, treatment should generally be started without home BP measurements, although 1 to 3 days of measurement of home BP may be performed according to the judgment of the practitioner.
4. Home BP should be measured at least 3 days a week during periods when hypertension is well controlled.
5. Home BP should be measured at least 5 days a week when a medication is changed.

**6. Documentation**

All measurements of home BP should be documented without selection. This should help to prevent overestimation or underestimation of the home BP values. Mengden et al. reported that, among subjects who measured home BP, excess reports, insufficient reports, and even reports of phantom records were frequently observed (40). Therefore, the best way to rule out biases is to use equipment incorporating an integrated circuit memory. However, a personal computer is currently needed to read out the memory, and thus this function does not necessarily work efficiently in general practitioner. Furthermore, discrimination among the data from multiple users is not possible with the present form of the device, and thus a separate device is required for each user, and each user must be informed that the device is only for their personal use.

Among other methods to exclude selection bias, devices with a printer are sometimes useful, although selection bias cannot really by excluded using a printer, since subjects cannot be relied upon to consistently print all results. Therefore, subjects’ documentation on worksheets still remains the most popular method to record home BP values. In this case, subjects must be instructed that all measurements, together with the pulse rate and the date and time of the measurement, should be documented.

Recently, many pharmaceutical companies have begun to distribute worksheets for the recording of home BP, although
the formats of these worksheets are inconsistent. For example, some of these forms ask subjects to record the trend of BP, and others ask for numerical information. Both types of information are useful for clinical practice, but recording of numerical information is more important. The worksheet should include spaces for the year, month, day, clock time, BP, and pulse rate. Spaces for morning values, daytime values, and evening values should also be included. A reference column is useful to record episodes of daily life. A duplication function is required on the worksheets so that the information can be available both at clinics/institutions and for subjects.

Recommendation 6
All home BP measurements should be documented without selection, together with the date, time, and pulse rate. Use of devices with a printer or an integrated circuit memory is sometimes useful to rule out selection bias.

7. Totaling

Before evaluation of home BP values, totaling of measured and documented values is necessary. As recommended in section 5, the home BP should be measured at least once in the morning and once in the evening for a long period. The home BP should be evaluated on the basis of the mean value and its SD, averaged for a certain period. The home BP in the morning and that in the evening may have different clinical significance because of the different measurement conditions, such as physical activity and environmental factors. Therefore, the home BP in the morning and that in the evening should be totaled and evaluated separately. In the process of totaling, the issue of how many times the home BP should be measured on each occasion arises again. The measurement frequency on each occasion may differ among clinics/institutes and individuals. The information common to all circumstances or individuals is the first measurement on each occasion. Thus, as a tool for clinical decision-making, clinical study, or clinical epidemiology, the mean of the first measurement on each occasion averaged over a certain period would be the most common value and the best for comparison among institutes or individuals. However, each BP value among multiple measurements on each occasion may also have clinical significance. Therefore, all of these measurements must be documented and evaluated by the practitioner. A regression to the mean during multiple measurements of home BP is generally observed in the usual measurement setting. From this viewpoint, the evaluation of all measurements is necessary, whereas for the evaluation of home BP level as a tool for clinical decision-making, a totaling of home BP under standardized measurement conditions is necessary—in other words, the mean of the first measurement on each occasion averaged over a certain period. Such totaling is applicable to clinical epidemiology as well as to daily practice, and as a result, data obtained in daily practice is comparable with data obtained in clinical epidemiology. The period over which the home BP should be averaged depends on the purpose of the measurement. Averaging measurements over 2 to 4 weeks is the most common and convenient method as a unit for evaluation of home BP, since patients usually visit the clinic every 2 to 4 weeks. In clinical pharmacology studies, averaging over at least 5 days is necessary (36). Day-by-day variability of home BP is believed to have a predictive value for cardiovascular disease risk, and thus SD should be calculated simultaneously. The home BP in the morning and in the evening must be evaluated separately.

Recommendation 7
The home BP in the morning and that in the evening should be averaged separately for a certain period. The first measurement on each occasion should be used for totaling. Day-by-day variability should be presented as SD.

8. Evaluation

The JNC-VI (8) and -7 (9), the WHO-ISH Guidelines (10), the ESH-ESC 2003 Guidelines (11), and the JSH 2000 Guidelines (12) all provide reference values for home BP. These reference values were introduced on the basis of the Ohasama study (41), the PAMELA study (38), and the International database (42). The Ohasama study is the only one to provide reference values based on a longitudinal prospective cohort study (14, 37). On the basis of such studies or analyses, most guidelines propose that hypertension be defined as 135/85 mmHg and over, and normotension as less than 125/80 mmHg (8–11). The JSH 2000 guidelines define hypertension as 135/80 mmHg and over, and normotension as less than 125/75 (12). These values may be revised according to the results of future large-scale observational studies, although the values accepted at present are not expected to differ greatly from such future revised values. Therefore, the reference values of home BP are now considered to have reached a consensus.

Recommendation 8
Home BP values averaged for a certain period indicate hypertension when 135/80 mmHg and over (JSH 2000) and definite hypertension when 135/85 mmHg and over (JNC-VI and -7). Normotension is defined as less than 125/80 mmHg (WHO-ISH 1999) and definite normotension is defined as less than 125/75 mmHg (JSH 2000).

9. Conclusion

Home BP measurements are indispensable for the improvement of management of hypertension in medical practice as well as for the recognition of hypertension in the population. Therefore, establishment of self-measurement of BP is the first priority, and for this purpose it is not necessarily expect-
ed that strict measurement conditions will be set. However, the presence of a standard for home BP measurement may be convenient and useful for practitioners as well as for subjects. This guideline for home BP measurement is intended to instruct patients and subjects in the general population on how to measure BP at home. As a result, home BP measurements based on this guideline may provide a shared basis of information for clinical decision-making.

Fortunately, international reference values are now established. However, the treatment goal for home BP level has not yet been established. At present, the normotensive value of home BP is set at the level of 125/75–80 mmHg. This value is approximately equivalent to a casual-clinic BP level of 140/90 mmHg. Therefore, it seems that a value of less than 125/75–80 mmHg should be the goal for home BP. However, the setting of the goal for home BP must be based on the results of large-scale intervention studies. Among such studies, the Treatment of Hypertension according to Home or Office Blood Pressure (THOP) study (43) and the HOMED-BP study (35) are ongoing. Although such reference values have been proposed in several guidelines, standardization of measurement conditions has not yet been achieved. For example, in the Tecumseh study the measurement frequency was once in the morning and once in the evening, and the measurement duration was 7 days (14 measurements in total) (39). In the PAMELA study (38), the home BP was measured once in the morning and once in the evening on only 1 day (2 measurements in total). In the Ohasama study (37), the home BP was measured once in the morning and once in the evening for 21 days (42 measurements in total). In the THOP study, home BP was measured 3 times in the morning and 3 times in the evening for 7 days (43), while in the HOMED-BP study home BP was measured once in the morning and once in the evening for at least 5 days during the run-in period, and an average of these measurements was used as a reference value (35). In all studies except the HOMED-BP study, the measurement procedure was not controlled. In the HOMED-BP study, the home BP in the morning was measured within 1 h after waking, after urination, in the sitting position after a 1–2 min rest, before drug ingestion, and before breakfast, and in the evening before going to bed in the sitting position after a 1–2 min rest. Because of the great variety of measurement procedures among studies, it seems impossible to compare the results among them. In the future, internationally standardized measurement procedures will be established by consensus, and reference values on the basis of such standardized procedures will be proposed. However, common to all these measurements of home BP values, including those in past databases, is the use of the first measurement on each occasion. Therefore, the common information on home BP, which is available for retrospective analysis, prospective analysis, and even meta-analysis, is the mean of the first measurement on each occasion averaged over a certain period. For this reason, this Working Group recommends that home BP should be evaluated by the mean of the first measurement in the morning and in the evening, respectively, averaged for at least 5 days.

Standardization of the measurement procedure may elevate the position of home BP measurements in the practice of diagnosing and treating hypertension, and as a result, home BP measurements may bring an improvement of the accuracy of screening for hypertension, an improvement in drug compliance, and more accurate assessment of BP control during treatment. Home BP measurements under such controlled conditions are expected to have a beneficial effect on the economics of the diagnosis and management of hypertension.
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